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Want
Musicians
More Live
Radio Shows

TIIE

!WEEK'S

Talk

Studio

innings at Leeds
D ONspiredBradman's
a poem by 5AD scripter

•
•'.c.if...or

has inEugene

. . .
Melbourne.—The Musicians' Union of Lumbers
had its first airing
Poem is called "A Great Batsman,"
Australia is pressingon with its campaign for over Bob Fricker's luncheon session. The session had hardly
It goes
before listeners were ringing about copies.
the imposition of a quota of at least 50 per finished
like this . . .
cent live-artist shows on all broadcasting
When the shadows lengthen,
And the game is near an end
stations.

s,

MusiThe West Australian
cians' Union, which is not' affibody,
liated with the Federal
will dewill go even further,
mand an 80 per cent. quota.
is also
union
The Federal
seeking a ban on certain types
which
recordings,
of imported
it claims are menacing the jobs
of its members.
secretary
union
Victorian
the
said
(Mr. Wheatland)
move was a world-wide one, in
which musicians in all counagainst
tries were ganging-up
canned music.
with
union,
the
He said
Actors' Equity, had made strong
for an increase
representations
in the live artist quota to the
ComParliamentary
Federal
mittee on Broadcasting.
said, "The 21
Mr. Wheatland
of Australian
per cent. quota
all radio stations
music which

star Janet
TALKIE
EARLY
husband,
her
with
Gaynor
Adrian, leading dress designer,
Note
party.
at a Hollywood
Janet's array of bracelets. Back
view belongs to Loretta Young.
picture.
—Dallinger

Local Talent For
New B.H.Station

From a Staff Representative
Broken Hill.—Standard of the Broken Hill entrants in the A.B.C. National Eisteddfodjustified the
hope that the A.B.C. could use local talent with credit
to itself and Broken Hill, said A.B.C. vice-chairman
(Mr. E. R. Dawes) at the opening of 2NB.

Football
except 5AN will
LL stations
A broadcast
interstate
the
and
Victoria
between
match
on Saturday.
Australia
South
will be played at
The match
Adelaide Oval.
5AD will broadcast
Station
between
raiser
curtain
the
and Port Pirie with
Whyalla
commenWhyalla
well-known
assisting
Viv Garwood
tator
Steve McKee.

About 400 citizens were present in the Broken Hill Town
Hall for the opening, and about
a later reception
100 attended
Hotel.
at the Freemasons'

•

the
speech,
In a recorded
(Senator
ostmaster-General
the
declared
Don Cameron)
station open.
The acting mayor (Mr. W.
Riddiford) said Broken Hill had
a gross revenue from mining
of £27,500,000. It was estimated
was
£12,000,000 of this
that
to public finance.
contributed
that
said,
he
gratifying,
was
It
at least one public organisation
had realised the importance to
Australia of Broken Hill.
Mr. J. J. Clarke, M.H.R., for
Darling, also spoke.
for the official
A program
by the
was provided
broadcast
Club, the
Broken Hill Quartette
Orchestra,
Corporation
Zinc
Hill Philharmonic
the Broken
Society's choir, and the Barrier
Union band.
Industrial
of the Australian
Members
who
Commission
Broadcasting
were present at the opening of
2NB, Broken Bill, and at the
meetings
first
Commissign's
and Friday
there on Thursday
(Mr. R. J. F.
were the chairman
(Mr.
Boyer), the vice-chairman
E. R. Dawes), Mrs. Kent, and
Mr. J. F. Hanlon.
A.B.C.
Australian
South
(Mr. C. C. Wicks) , the
manager
(Mr. C. J.
manager
general
Australian
Moses), the South
engineer
transmission
P.M.G.
and Ade(Mr. F. P. O'Grady),
officer
laide A.B.C. presentation
visited Broken
Hocking
Brian
Hill for the occasion.
of
Norwood,
N.
R.
Mr.
officer at
Sydney, is regional
Broken Hill for the A.B.C.
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Glass and Mirror

Specialists

South Australian harmodoing well in the eastern
States since he returned recently from his New
Zealand tour.
broadcast over the
appearances,
He has made theatrical
folk tunes and
played traditional
Hour,"
A.B.C. "Country
of the Air".
nursery themes for "Kindergarten
with other
In his spare time Bruce has been corresponding
.-amous mouth organ virtuosos.
Latest gossip is that Larry Adler has just completed a tour
of England, B.B.C. harmonica player Ronald Chesney has given
a classical concert to 3,000 people in the Albert Hall.
Bruce hopes to give a similar concert in Australia, intends
to play works of Kreisler, Debussy, Chopin, Ravel, and de
Falla.
At present he is taking an enforced rest from harmonica
playing while he recuperates from a nose operation.

"Radio Call's" Special
Representative.
sequel to
Sydney.—Strange
the recent bit of swearing on
prothe A.B.C.'s interstate
folan oath
when
gram,
lowed the cricket:—
Don Sanderson, senior news
reader, received a letter from
America. Writer was Mrs. T.
Y. Conner, of Enfala, Alagirl who
bama, a Sydney
married American Navy lieuConner.
Tommy
tenant
Wrote Mrs. Conner: "Tommy
to
listening
tells me that
he
yesterday
short-wave
in an
heard foul language
A.B.C. cricket broadcast."
A.B.C. can thus apparently
the
claim it has broadcast
oath.
world's most far-flung
From

EATHER

w

on the Hop .. .
will be isolated

Heard in a weather report: "There
. . . over the State."
and frogs-er-fogs

frosts

171113GGE.

"Ham"Club
For Army
A NEW Army signal link will
Keswick
at
be provided
when two 500-watt transmitters
ay e installed shortly.
Four 70-ft. aerial masts will
be erected.
said the
An Army spokesman
would be used for
transmitters
official work and training of recruits.
He added that it was hoped
a "ham" radio club
to- establish
recruits
radio
Army
among
They would be permitted
here.
in
to use the two transmitters
periods.
off-schedule
"Ham" clubs in other Army
units in the eastern States were
thriving.
training
A signal
centre at Balcomb, Victoria, had
operamateurs
four licensed
ating there.

Choir
Clayton
On Air
C on g r e g a tional
Clayton
choir will be heard in
Church
singing
hymn
the community
session from 5CL on Sunday.
by
conducted
choir,
The
Lewis Dawe, will be assisted by
which will inthe congregation,
clude boys from King's College.
will be heard at
The broadcast
6 p.m.

features began from SAD on Sunday
afternoon in an extensive program change.
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today, gone tomorrow

. . .

of 5DN announcer
Disappearance
tache has caused some lively conjecture
number of theories have been advanced.
brother, Malcolm Ellenby, of 5KA, now
a
has pronounced
Denise,
daughter,
uncles . . .

Bob Ellenby's mousA
in radio circles.
Most likely is that
the proud father of
ban on moustached

17 is rumored a rift has developed in the lcrcal
Sinatra club.
One irate member has complained his fellows
3it up half the night playing records of Bing Crosby.
It would appear the time has come for some
frank speaking . . .

E

FFECTSman
mixed

Ron Seymour Smith, at 5AD, got
up in a first-class battle this week.

Ron was supplying sound effects during the recording of
There
Scene was a lively battle in Tibet.
a new 5AD serial.
crackling out from records
were rifles, cannon, machine-guns
Ron had to watch the lot, see that some
on four turntables.
Biggest
shots were faded down to give idea of distance.
the sound of an Incient cannon.
headache was to reproduce
Problem
This cannon fired after a fuse had been lighted.
was to produce the hissing of the fuse before the explosion.
A recording of compressed air supplied the solution . .
And the battle continued . . .

to 4 p.m. and
lively new ifrom 5 p.m.
"Hit Parade"—a
popular num- 1the weekly talk "Background
session featuring
heard
now
is
Britain"
to
for 1.30 at 5 p.m. instead of 5.30.
bers, is programmed
p.m.
intelliof a British
Stories
in a
gence officer are heard
wit . . .
WICKET
X," at
"Colonel
new serial,
in the Leeds
B.B.C. cricket commentator
John Arlott,
3 p.m.
six . . . and he's been
has hit a towering
Test, "Loxton
actress
radio
and
QCREEN
well-known
the
of
Stars
to dropped by a man in a grey pullover."
learned
Gibb
"Opera For the People" sing in L' Wendy
a
like
stockwhip
a
This crack
"Evensong" at 5.15 p.m.
on
while
stockman
program of favorite hymns fea- seasoned,
Matthew"
of
"Sons
for
location
Glenda
soprano
tures young
IGHT owl . . .
and baritone David in Queensland.
Raymond
sang in
Allen, who recently
She was even given a whip
George Barber, 5DN's chief engineer, is up at Renmark
Adelaide.
as a souvenir of her abillty.
ready for the frequency change
on 5RM's transmitter
Wendy will appear with Old working
on
The Red Cross session
in on September 1. Because he can only toil when the transmitter
has moved Vic star Dan Cunningham
afternoon
Sunday
is off the air, most of George's work comes in the small hours
1.30 p.m. to 4.15 p.m. the Lux theatre play "Rebecca"
from
of the morning . . . It's a chilly business.
on Sunday night.
Physician"
Emperor's
"The

CLARBONS
STREET
RUNDLE
* See our window display 135
WHYALLA
LINCOLN,
PT.
PT. ADELAIDE,
Branches:
1848-1948
- - - Century of Service
1848-1948

Skurray, young
BRUCE
nica player, has been

Little Swearing
GoesLong Way

TH REEnew
'

And the crowds we call our memoric,
Toward the turnstiles wend.
In slow, satisfied proceision,
At the closing of the day,
And we hear the final over
That marks the close of play,
And our children's eager children,
Ask for legends of the great,
We'll tell of Bradman's innings
At Leeds in '48.

is just
are obliged to broadcast
chicken feed."
He added the 4,000-odd professional musicians in Australia
weie adequate enough to supply the music needs, popular
and cultural of the nation.
It was the public duty of
radio stations to provide more
and fewer relive musicians
cords.
stansaid
Mr. Wheatland
by great
played
dard works
great cultural
had
orchestras
Musicians'
the
But
value.
Union was opposed to all types
the
of records which threatened
livelihood of its members.

New Features For
Sunday Afternoon
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Right Hand Doesn't Know
What Left Is Doing

From a Staff Representative
Broken Ha—First of a projected network to bring isolated outposts into the
normal telephone service, a radio telephone
station will begin operations here very soon.
Successfultests are nearing completion.

CATH
ESLER
ts one of the
new voices in "Bob Dyer's
Country Store" from 5CL
Fridays at 6.45 p.m.
She is
the wife of puppet show master
C. Ray Smith, used to live in
Hollywood,
where
the stars
often provided
the voices f Or
Ray's puppets.

S.A. Artists
In Eisteddf od

TWELVE

South
Australian
-I- competitors
will be heard
in the next national
broadcast
of the A.B.C. National
Radio
Eisteddfod,
on Tuesday.
They include vocalists, instrumentalists,
and comedian&
National
organiser
of
the
Eisteddfod
(Mr. Athol Lykke)
said the public could help adjudicators
by voting
for
the
artists they liked best.

When
the service
opens,
it !Radio
Telephone
Subscribers'
Service. it will be necessary
for
will be possible
for a resident
to use more
of Tibooburra,
213 miles north the out-stations
power
than
can
be
supplied
by
lof
here,
to
telephone,
or
batteries,
or
a pedal
'be telephoned
by, any
tele- small
generator.
phone
subscriber
in Australia
P.M.G. technicians
will install
or overseas.
H. is predicted by experts that a set, a few of which have alat
an outif the Broken
Hill service
is ready been built,
station
where
an engine or a
successful,
this
short-wave
h
ome-lighting
set.
or
some
radio
and
telephone
service
other reliable
means of generilleventuallytaketheplace
power is availof the present
Flying Doctor ating sufficient
system of pedal receivers
and able.
transmitters.
It is probable that for general
NOM
The change
will take years use later, the installations
because
of
the
necessity
tobe
on a rental basis, but this
tolls
one
of
the
points
on
which
with a radius
made.
serve
establishareas "mother
stations"of 200Ibeen
a de mte decision
has not yet
or more miles.
The
pedal
radio
service,!
It may be that the installawhich is the result of the in- , tions will be on the basis of the
vention
of Mr. Alf Traeger,
of subscriber
sharing
part of the
Adelaide,
is restricted
to tele- capital
cost.
grams and urgent messages, but
P.M.G.
technicians
began
Tom King intends to listen to the
it has not been possible to link planning
this
service
before
this service
direct
with
the the war.
A.B.C.
programs
more closely in future.
The
telephone
network.
The radio telephone
will use
broadcast one of his compositions
scheme, short waves, and
Under
the
new
all the sub- A.B.C. recently
which
will be known
as the scribers
to one mother
station
before the Adelaide composer knew it had been pubwill be
on
the
same wavelength.
However, there will be lished in London.
different
wavelengths
for sendThen he made inquiries
at
Composition
was "Laughing
ing and receiving,
and different
Harlequin,"
written
when Tom the A.B.C. here, found the rewavelengths
for
summer
and was in London
-12 years ago. cording
was
in
its
record
wintPr.
Recording
was by the London
library, and had been played
Installations
at the Broken Concert Orchestra.
Hill
mother
station
and at
After Tom had sold the work on the air.
Tibooburra
and other
points to a London publishing
Tom said: "I wrote 'Laughing
house,
are now
complete,
but there he did not hear of it until
as a piano solo but
are many
problems
to which about two years ago, when the Harlequin'
been
arranged
very
the experts are trying to find B.B.C. began paying him royal- it has
a definite answer by exhaustive
(satisfactorily
for orchestra."
ties
tests.
Mystified,
he got friends
to
At present Tom is working on
It is thought
that it will be inquire
in London.
Finally
a numbers
for
an
Australian
to give a 24-hour-afriend
discovered
paper
shortOne result of the new Equity possible
stage show.
to the radio tele- age had prevented
publication
schools is that
a number
of day service
phone
users.
If this is found of the song.
But publishers
young actors who had decided to be
impracticable
in some had recorded
it with the Lonto go abroad,
will now stay in cases, time
schedules
will be don Concert Orchestra.
Later,
fixed
with
the least
possible the record
was played
by the
Australia.
gap between
periods
of ser- B.B.C.
vice.
The story doesn't
stop there.
Results
of the
Broken
Hill Tom got in touch with the pubservice are being
awaited
with lisher's
Australian
agents,
got
keen
interest
by experts
in a copy of the recording
himother States.
self.

Had Song Published
And Didn't Know It

PIANIST

Equity Launches
Drama Schools
schools have been launched in
DRAMA
Melbourne and Sydney by Actors and
Announcers'Equity of Australia
The schools will train pupils
in all branches
of the theatre,
screen. and radio.
In Sydney
more
than
300
people have applied for enrolment.
Many established
actors
and actresses are among them.
Teaching
in Melbourne
is expected
to begin
in about
six
weeks.
Mr. Joe
Hawenoka,
a
graduate
of the Polish
Institute
of Theatrical
Art,
has
been appointed
general
director.
He has wide stage. radio,
and screen experience.
Other
well-known
theatrical
people will be on the teaching
staff, with A.B.C. drama director (Mr. F. D. Clewlow. . and
other radio producers
taking an
active interest.
It will be a three-year
course,
and the fee will be E1/1/ a
week.

SHORT
CHOICE

LIMIWO

XIMMI1,1

Dance Band
Leader III

Sydney.—Bob
Gibson,
wellknown Melbourne
band leader
currently
appear ing
with
Tommy
Trinder
at
warbombed
Coventry,
was taken
seriously ill a week ago with
food poisoning.
Bob's condition
was so serious
that his doctor rushed
him to
London
for special
treatment,
Treatment
proved
effective,
however,
and Bob is now well
on the road to recovery,
It is believed
here that Bob
is negotiating
for a contract
with the B.B.C.

17.

ost Her
Sweater

From Paula Walling
HoHywood. — Curvesome
Marie McDonald, called "The
Body," filed a complaint with
the West Los Angeles police
when she discovered the theft
of an original
skirt
and

Modern
Handling
For
Operas,
Says
Director
Melbourne.—Production of operas in the international grand opera season beginning here on
August 14, will be in the modern style, says Mr.
J. Nevin Tait, London director of J. C. Williamson
Ltd..

WAVE
SOON

From a Staff Representative
Broken
Hill.—Within
two
years, every
listener
in Australia
will have the choice of
at least two
Australian
shortwave
programs.
said
A.B.C.
chairman
(Mr. R. J. F. Boyer)
at a reception
which
followed
the opening
on
Thursday
of
2N13, Broken
Hill.
Mr. Boyer
also
announced
that
the next A.B.C. regional
station
to be opened
would be
at
Tamworth,
New
South
Wales.

MRS. V. G. SCHINTLER,
of
Woodville,
has a useful talent
for a housewife—she
can do
two jobs
at once, one with
each
hand.
For
instance,
in the kitchen
she can beat
up
a
pudding
with
one
hand,
and
roll
pastry
with
the other.
Here she is drawing
a picture
with each hand. Mrs.
Schintler
will
be interviewed
in "National
Fair"
from 5AD
at 8.30 p.m. next Thursday.

sweoter creation by Adrian
worth 800 dollars.
Lauren Bacall, called "The
Look," has reported the theft
of
jewellery
valued
at
$15,000
upon
returning
home
after
a
fortnight's
yachting
with'
"Bogey"
Bogart.
7111(1[1111.11.1rIl.
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Mr. Tait
has
returned
to
Melbourne
after an absence
of
20 years.
Days of the heavyweight
and
bad-mannered
operatic star had
gone, he said.
The star system
had gone out of favor in Europe
long ago.
There were no stars as such
in the
company
coming
to
Australia.
But
there
were
well-trained,
competent
artists

with a solid knowledge
of the
repertoire
and
traditions
of
opera, said Mr. Tait.
Some of them
had sung in
the
best
opera
houses
of
Europe and America.
The
imported
principals
would arrive
in Melbourne
on
Monday,
said Mr. Tait.
The
seven Australian
principals
and
the Australian
chorus had been
rehearsing
for several
months
The
conductor,
Ghione.
hoped during the season to give
a public
performance
of his
symphonic
poem for ochestra
and female voices. "L'Avventi."

Once clean with Hoover and
you'll never work hard again.
Built to the highest engineering standards
. . :backed
by
over 40 years experience
and
knowledge.
this brilliant
new
cylinder
Hoover on price. on
performance
on reliability. on
finish and efficiency
is the
best value money can buy.

Flying Doctor Radio Man
Announcer
On 1,200-Mik Service Trip
Resigns CYLINDER
cLEANERs
x-4

CIRAHAM
Pitts, base director of the Flying
Doctor Service
at Alice
Springs, is travelling by car on a 1,200-mile radio servicing job through
some of Australia's
loneliest and roughest country.

1>ADIO

"

announcer,

Frank

5'1"Beaven,
has resigned from
Frank
said this week he had
no definite plans for the future
it . was decided
to the past have avoided them by yet.
He left Adelaide
on the first diffivilties
driving
bumpily
over
railway
service the sets on the spot.
He joined the
staff of 5KA
stage of his trip last week.
HOOVER
brides, but railway authorities
Mrs. Pitts
is accompanying
about
three
and a half years
The journey
will take him
on the long jour- dislike this practice.
ago, and
has
been
heard
in:
World Sales exceed 6
over almost
trackless
country ! her husband
ney.
but
their
two-year-old
Graham
will
be
taking
his
various
sessions.
Before
comin some areas, through
deserts, !
million–that's
the
son has gone back to
Alice river beds at low gear.
ing to Adelaide,
Fra:nk was an
across sandy river beds.
reason HOOVER costs
by air.
Worst stage will be a lonely announcer
He will visit outlying
cattle •Springs
with
2BH, Broken;
less than other Cleaners
Graham
is driving
a utility stretch
between
Coober
Pedy Hill, for two years.
stations
and mining camps be-1
with a radio
transand
Oodnadatta--the
only
tween Adelaide
and the Alice,' equipped
Session
he
enjoyed
doing ! far inferior to Hoover
mitter,
receiver.
and miniature
town
on the
route.
Finke most was the Sunday
service their radio transmitters
morning!
in Quality.
workshop,
with spare parts for (three houses!
is another
call- feature.
"Shining
Hour,"
when!
and receivers.
It will be the first trip of its' faulty sets.
ing point.
he sent calls
and
cheerios
to
kind.
Previously
out-stations
! Scattered
along
the
route
Back in Alice Springs he will patients
in hospital.
South
Auatralian
4gentosent their equipment
into base' will be sandy river beds, worst find the new radio base almost
Frank
said,
"At
one stage !
for servicing.
Because
of the' hazards
of
Centralian
completed.
It
includes
the people wrote about 80 letters
a I NEWTON McLAREN LTD..
distance
and
transportation
motorists.
Some motorists
in latest
in radio equipment.
week to the session."

Today
. . . let the
HOOVER
DEALER
demonstrate
the
reason
every second
Cleaner
sold
is a
Hoover.

•
•
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Plays on Sunday
ere Wmners

5,"
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Sunday

Nights

7.30

Sunday's
radio plays struck
the- treble.
They
were a mixed lot=powerful
drama (5DN), a story of
the supernatural
(5CL), comedy
(5AD)--but
all had
good quality
in common.
HELL SHOW" (5DN WedHE SEVENTH CROSS"
nesdays 7.30 p.m.) these
was ea good film, but was
days is m the "just another
even better as radio fare

„S

from 5DN's Lion Theatre.
The
play eliminated
some of the
slightly dreary passages of the
fllm.
In
Hitler's
1936, George
Heisler escaped with six other
BARBARA McINTYRE, of the political prisoners from Westecamp. Six
A.B.C.'s Federal Youth Educa- hofen concentration
recaptured,
lashed
to
tion Department,
has been were
crosses
,
but
Heisler
remained
holidaying in Adelaide.
She free.
returns to Sydney tomorrow
Bitter, he searched for signs
(Friday).
of decency in Nazi Germany,
found it in a series of incidents
which were nicely pieced together to show his gradual change from despair
to hope.
Peter Finch, convincing
as Heisler (played
by Spencer Tracy in the film), headed a big
list of players, each of whom shone in brief
appearances.
John Cazabon lived the role of Heisler's
friend
Paul,
"simple,
freckle-faced,
sandyHAT appears to be a new haired, with a heart as big as a pumpkin."
Nicaraguan
station
is
Others in a splendid cast were Lyridall Barbeing heard at night with sigLeonard
nals of good strength.
This bour, Lloyd Berrell, Lyn Murphy,
station takes the air nightly a Bullen, Eric Reiman,
Margaret
Christensen,
few minutes
before
9.30 p.m. Veronica Laird, Allan Trevor, Moray Powell,
with the playing of a march and John Gray.
which may be the Nicaraguan
Full marks went to Richard
Lane for his
national anthem.
and E. Mason Wood, who produced.
All speech is in Spanish, but adaptation
the words "Managua,
Nicara- Wisely, the players were not asked to speak
gua"
are mentioned
in the with phoney German accents.
station's
opening
announcements.
Frequency
in use is about
6,295 kcs., 47.66 m.
Although
much time has been spent in
trying to identify this station,
its call letters
are still
un- Adelaide cast directed by Stafford Dyson tipped
known.
Nicaragua
is
rarely the scales well on the credit
side in the A.B.C.'s
heard in Australia.
Sunday
afternoon
drama, "Spinney
in the
No change of tunes is evi- Rain."
dent in the line-up of seven
Trevor Heath's
story told the frightening
played on last week's American
in a farmhouse
when a young
Hit Parade, but "You Can't Be consequences
professor,
brooding over the god Pan, found
True, Dear," sung by Frank he had recreated
him.
Pan
haunted
a spinney
Sinatra, has moved up again to
(a small wood) by the house.
top position.
Matthews, Phyllis Simpson (inclined
Beryl
Davis'
version
of to Robert
overact
her part
in patches),
Sidney
"Woody
Woodpecker's
Song" Downie,
Dulcie
Davenport,
Len Sweeney,
is in second place, while the Robert Porter,
Jack Hume conveyed the
ever-poular
"Nature
Boy"
is tense atmosphereand with
well-sustained
perthird on the list, Frank Sinatra formances.
Sound
effects
were not the best.
being the vocalist.
The cold germ brought
a
Other tunes in their order of last-minute
change
from :717W'''.-"
popularity
are:—"Little
White Brenda
Dunrich
to
Thelma
Lies" (Sinatra),
"Toolie Oolie Scott in
the starring role of
Doolie" (Hit
Paraders),
"My Sumner Locke
Elliott's "Ride a
Happiness"
(Sinatra), "Haunted
Cock Horse" from 5AD's Lux
Heart" (Davis).
Radio Theatre.
The American Hit Parade is
The young Australian
playbroadcast
on Saturdays
at 10 wright's
comedy was not upp.m. and may be tuned here at roariously
funny, but had its
excellent volume and clarity.
moments
sufficiently
often to
This
popular
feature
is enhance his reputation.
transmitted
over
stations
Flimsy story was about an.
KNBA, 9,650 kcs., 31.09 m.; actress, who, caught on
the reKNBI,
9,750 kcs., 30.77 m.; bound
after
learning
of her
KGEX, 11,730 kcs., 25.58 m.; husband's
straying
affections,
KNBX, 11,790 kcs., 25.45 m.; fell for a plumber-playwright.
KCBR, 15,130 kcs., 19.83 m.; His play flopped, the romance
KRHO (Honolulu) , 15,250 kcs., flopped, husband and wife were
19.67 m.; and Voice of Manila reunited.
Thelma
Scott
on 11,890 kcs., 25.23 m.
Others in the cast were Reginald
GoldsThe Danish
State Radio is
Bettie
carrying out tests with its new worthy, Lloyd Berrell, Max Osbiston,
Reg Collins, and
50 k.w. transmitter,
according Dickson, Elaine Montgomerie,
Gwen
Plumb.
to advice
received
from the
Similar voices were confusing at times.
director of short-wave
services,

New South
American
Station

W

The Supernatural
UCCESSof plays on the super-

S

variety show" class.
The musical side last Wednesday
wat adequate,
George
Foster was pleasant
enough as
compere_ But the comedy!
Alan Rowe and Ruby Philips
were feeble in a spot, "Leave it
to the Experts,"
and Willie
Fennell, as "The Dogcatcher,"
caught
even less laughs than
dogs.
Compensation
came right at
the end when virile baritone
Robert
Simmons
reached
top
form in "That's
Why Darkies

•

0 NE
HOUR
P LAYS

Were Born."
Listening to a number of variety broadcasts
in the past few weeks has convinced me the
big weakness is in scripting.
Colin Robin has
distanced
the field with his "Harmony
and
Hokum," used the Ali Baba theme for another winner on Thursday night.

Word

to the

Wise

NEXT SUNDAY,
AUGUST 8

word to the wise station
manager was sufficient in
the case of 5KA's "Voice of

A

The

tense
"Quartette"

the Voyager."
Following comment on its delayed airing in Soutl.) Australia,
there was
movement
on the station and now we hear
the Monday night feature only a week after
the original recording.
Ace interviewer
Norman
Banks seemed to
have an unwilling subject last week in pianist
Benno Moiseiwitsch, but with his gift for drawing answers to even the most delicate questions, he soon had the pianist chatting freely.
A little aside when he lit a cigarette
for
Moiseiwitsch
added to the informality
of an
entertaining
and informative
interlude.

natural usually hangs in the
balance until the last line. An Real

Drama

Starring
the brilliant
American
actor
HARTLEY
POWER.
Supported
by
LEONARD
THEILE
KEVIN BRENNAN
JOHN BUSHELLE

Your sponsor is
The House of
D. & J. Fowler Ltd.

Value
ELl3OURNE
season
of
Australia's Am at eur
Hour" opened with a pro-

M
gram

which, to steal from Dick Fair's vocabulary, was the best for some considerable
time.
Dick Fair has surrounded
his weekly hour
with an amazingly
intimate
atmosphere,
so
much so that when an 11-year-old
girl sang
"My Pinto and Me" last week, a listener telephoned a few minutes
later ta offer her a
horse!
The program
also introduced
an expert
impressionist
who said he had been a German
P.O.W. for "three years, 10 months, nine hours,
25 minutes," a pleasing tenor singer of Irish
songs, an 11-year-old flautist, a pianist, a collection of singers, and duologists in a scene
from "Private Lives."
That's real value.

Follows

I SURGICA'

Pattern

HETHER or not it is a
recommendation, t h e
radio version- of "The

Falcon" from 5KA does follow fairly faithfully
the pattern of the film series.
"Death
Has No Detour"
was the title of
Thursday
night's episode.
It had its corrupt
police, tough bosses, frame-ups,
the innocent
looking package
with the bomb inside, the
innocent
looking dame more dangerous
than
the bomb. . . .
And, of course, there was a murder, too, and
a long string of suspects.
Guess who did it? The Falcon (played by
George Randall)
picked the innocent looking
dams and he was right.
Raymond Clive, too.

Beautythat's never"out of fashion"
Theres
lifetime
beauty for your home with
Flavel Venetian Blinds. They're so practical, too
...A flick of the wrist for control
of light,
draughts and privacy; so easy to clean . . . just
a whisk of the cloth, and so economical. Available
in either enduring, flexible steel or in selected
timber, Flavel Venetian Blinds are the "Beauty
Permanent for Every Window." You can inspect
Flavel Venetian
Blinds
now—in the city—or
arrange for a representative
to call at your home
for a free measurement and quotation.

40`
w

JUST ARRIVED!
"SPO1NTEX"
CELLULOSE

SPONGES
The Ideal Toilet Sponge

SMALL OVAL . . . . 4/ 11 each
LARGE SQUARE . . . 7/6 each
Contains no rubber unaffected by soap.

Al

GCOM.
JOHNMARTIN
RUNDLE ST•

•ADELAIDE

ARRO MOTOR CO.
Change-Over
We can EXCHANGE
GINE to your

Engine

Serviee

and fit a RECONDITIONED

EN-

FORD, CHEVROLET,
INTERNATIONAL,
REO, G.M.C., DODGE, JEEP AND BEDFORD
Call, write, or ring for particulars.

211 RUNDLE

ST., ADELAIDE.

Telephone

W 1301

ARRO MOTOR CO.
26 Flinders Street, Adelaide

C 6425
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HILARY
."- against
old stable,
his second
waited for his friend, Bill
Wisden, to finish with the
lemonade bottle.

He grabbed')
tile slaredts. and
twisted an arm up behind his
bac, k.
' Now you tell me your name
"I think the Head must be and promise me you won't tell
, a ny6Donine
eyoounsapwroi:u hereile said,
getting a regular
old woman,"
he sighed.
"Fancy
trying
to giving the arm a vicious twist.
The youngster winced in pain,
keep us out of the village just
"I'm Dick Weston;
because there's a measles epi- but said:
that's
Harry Bolton with me;
demic."
nothing."
"Aw, I reckon that's just his but we're promising
Wisden twisted his arm again
excuse to keep us at school,"
fell to the floor.
mused
Bill.
"He
probably and Weston
Bolton jumped in to attack the
thinks we'll study more."
bigger
boy, but Jones
pulled
Hilary
took
the
lemonade
bottle, wiped the neck, and took him back and knocked him to
the floor.
a long drink.
"Let Weston go before -you
"Yeah," he laughed.
"That
might be his idea, but no one break his arm, and we'll proagreed
young
Bolton.
is going to stop me from going mise,"
to the village, I can assure you." ,"But, gee! I hate you both."
"That
doesn't
worry us, but
"We'd
better
be
careful,
though.
Some of those junior see that you uphold the honor
kids might tell on us," warned of the school and
keep your
promise,"
lectured
Jones.
"ReBefore he could say any more member, you've promised not to
that
you saw us
the stable door burst open and tell anyone
here today."
two younger boys entered.
"I know; but what a pair to
"Nosey parkers,
aren't
you?"
school
honor.
shot out Jones as he slammed talk about
I
hope you both
get measles,"
the door shut and barred it.
"No we're not," answered one said Bolton defiantly.
Jones kicked him heavily for
of the lads.
"We're playing
hide-and-seek
the remark
as Wisden opened
in the plantation, and this is where we're the door and pushed them out.
going to hide."
He stopped when he saw the THE
two younger boys hurried
parcel of cakes and cool drink
back to the school, nursing
bottles on the floor.
their pains, and planning
a
"You've been to the village," way to even the score with the
he said.
pair of bullies.
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Grapefruit-Lemons-MandarinsConducted
John

Rich in health-giving Vitamin C. and
mineral
salts — Citrus
fruits
are
nature's prescription to build up resistance to winter colds and other ills.

Plentiful - Cheap
present retail prices
should not exceed

INFLUENZA!

ORANGES
1/1/1/1/-

GRAPEFRUIT
Large to Very Large,
in.-41 in., 3-4 for 1/Medium to Med.-Large
313in., 5-9 for 1/-

ORANGE JUICE
benefits 'flu victims.
Replacing
the
body's reserve of
Vitamin
C, destr oyed
by
Aspirins
and
similar drugs,
Oranges
lessen
risk of further
infection.

ORANGE JUICE IS
HEALTH JUICE

JOHN HENRY
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and problems

OUTSPOKEN!
IMPORTANT!

Listen to STATION 5A0-PI-MU-SE
every
WEDNESDAYand THURSDAY at 6.45p.m,
by O. M. Cleland, 30 Ash Street, Sydney

PUZZLE
1. An English
city,
wellknown, has
10 letters
in its
name.
Letters
1, 2, 3, spell a
male; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 spell a type
of cupboard;
5, 6, 7, 8, ,9, 10
spell a girl's name.
All these
groups, you see, are formed of
consecutive
numbers.
What is
the city?
2. Two delivery vans have to
make the same journey
to a
town 200 miles away and home

SPANKING
MACHINE
-some
HERE'S
for boys and

painful news
girls.
A woman
designer
of children's
furniture
in New York
has invented
what she calls a
"mechanical
spanking machine."
It is fashioned
like a rabbit,
stands 21 ft. high, and holds a
rubber cane in one paw.
Punishment
is meted
out
when
the parents
operate
a
foot pedal.
The
harder
they
pedal,
the
harder
bunny
smacks.

/10,1,

LL

orkl -rue SwPIC)

,1494.

Prizes of £ 1 Savings Certificates
and awards of 7/6 and 2/6 are to be won by children
under 14 years of age who color in this picture.
Separate prizes are given for the best entries
from boys and girls. When you have colored t
picture, fill in the entry form and send both
to John Lawrence, c/o "Radio Call," 116-12 0 North terrace, Adelaide.
Mark your envelope
"Coloring
Contest".
Entries close on Thursd iy, August 12.
NAME

..

AGE

..

ADDRESS

Birds Are Pilot's WhereDoes
TheCandleGo?
Greatest Danger HAVE
you ever watched
a
candle
burning
and wondered what became of the wax
and the wick?
A large eagle flew into a plane
Get a rather thin glass tumbin Greece, causing
it to crash
/er and bold it over the flame
and kill the pilot.
After a
English
bombers
were
so of the burning candle.
damaged
after a night collision while you will notice the sides
ith a flock of ducks that they of the glass become quite misty,
little
drops of
had to turn back, and a bomber and presently
which collided with a flock of water will begin to trickle down
partridges
over
France
had its. sides.
most of its windows broken.
That
proves
a
burning
Probably, however, one of the
candle
produces
water.
strangest
accidents
occurred
in
Next, get a stiff piece of cardAfrica when a locust
caused
Campbell
Black
to make
a board and pass it over the flame
slowly
(make
sure
it doesn't
forced landing.
and you will notice it
The locust had entered
the catch)
has become quite black.
induction
pipe of the carburetThe
black
matter
can
be
tor and stalled the engine. The
scraped
off and collected.
It
propeller
was smashed
in the
is called carbon, of which charlanding.
coal and diamonds
are other
forms.
men
scratched
In addition a gas, called cartheir
heads
and
looked bonic acid gas, is given off.
puzzled recently when they saw
So we see a candle changes
green rain falling
at Dayton,
intn water and carbon
as it
Ohio.
burns away.
—

XPERIENCED pilots agree that birds are among the
greatest dangers facing air travellers today.

Airways throughout
the world
have
recorded
the
following
accidents:—
A Skymaster
near Philadelphia flewinto
a flock of geese
and had its rudder and one wing
damaged
and
was forced to
land.

PIE

smart are you? Test your skill in solving these
HOWproblems
and then check your answers with the

HEN
Wv antics

WIDE

in a series of dramatic plays and
on current affairs
commentaries

By
Lawsrence

/

////

again.
One takes a heavier
load there than back, and thus
averages 12 m.p.h. outwards and
8 m.p.h. homewards.
The
second
van,
getting
similar loads in each direction,
averages
10 m.p.h.
in both
directions.
Assuming
they
start at exactly the same time,
who arrives home first?
3. The farmer saw one of his
boys
standing
in
the
sun
slowly puuring
water
from a
pail over a corked stone jar.
The boy explained
the water
was too warm for him to drink
so he was trying to cool it.
In answer
to another
citiestion he said the water in the
pail was just as warm as that
in the jug.
"Well, how do you expect to
cool the jug?" the farmer
demanded
angrily,
and ordered
the boy to continue his work.
Now was the farmer
justified, or could
the lad really
cool the jug by pouring
the
water over it?
4. Complete
I am a charge,
beheaded I am a food, and beheaded
again,
I'm something
very cold.
What am I?

ANTEATHER

WHATEVER
HAPPENS-TAK
YOURE
BIKE
TOTHE,REPAIR
SPECIALIST

Talking Dolls Cost
A Lot of Money

DISCUSSION

Authorised
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AUSTRAL
FEARLESS!
URGENTLY
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correct ones which appear elsewhere on this page.
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They were still
without
a
plan
when
the
headmaster
summoned
the whole school to
the
gymnasium
early
next.
morning.
As soon as the boys
were
seated
the headmaster
addressed the students.
"In spite of my warning
I
hear that some boys have been
entering
the village," he said.
"Now it's a serious business—
we don't want a measles
epidemic in the school—and
I wish
I could make you understand.
"Boys caught
in the village
will be isolated
and punished.
"Now I heard from
villagers
that both Jones and Wisden—
two seniors—were
in the village yesterday.
I'd like to hear from
you
both—stand
up."
The boys stood up sheepishly,
and Wisden
acted as spokesman.
"That's
wrong
sir," he said.
"We were playing near the old
stable yesterday
afternoon."
"Is that so," said the head.
"Well a group of juniors
were
also there yesterday—I
watched
them for a while. If you were
there
they must
have
seen
you."
He turned
to
the
junior
classes.
"Did any of you boys
see
Jones or Wisden?" he asked.
A chorus of "No" greeted the
unpopular
bullies,
but
Jones'
and Wisden noticed
the
two
young lads they'd
tortured
in
the stable were silent.
"I'm afraid, lads, you'll have
to be isolated.
File out," ordered the head.
As the two went past young
Weston,
he
whispered:
"See
you after
you get over
the
measles. But we kept our promise just as you asked us to.
Ha, ha!
Didn't
it backfire
nicely."

Young People's E
Page

Large, 3-1- in, to 31 in.,
4-6 for
Medium Large, 3 in•
8 for
Medium, 21 in.-24- in.,
8-12 for
Small, 2-1 in., 14-18 for

AUGUST

OE HONOR

LITTLE

Sherlock
Holmes,
Jones, huddled'A
scoffed
Wisden.
the wall of thel"And I I see,"
• suppose
this is your
gulped down ,friend Watson, eh?"
'
yi:
ov:p
e,
awie'lLjeusitn
see
how good
cream cake and

SUN

THURSD

you've laughed at the
of a ventriloquist's
dummy, have you ever thought
of the work
that
goes into
making its mechanical
head?
Some dummies can be bought
for less than £5, but others cost
as much as £100. It all depends
on the "works" in the head.
Some of the heads are capable
of making
50 different
movements.
A few of them, controlled
by
strings, levers, and springs, can
wink. laugh, cry, and
smoke
cigarettes.
One dummy, which was recently sold for MO, was worked
with electric magnets and wires
so that it could be manipulated
by a switchboard
operator
behind a screen.

-

Answers to Puzzles
1. English city—Manchester.
2. The second van would be
the first back.
It is not a
catch,
though
the
accepted
method
of working
out averages may have led you to believe
their
speeds
equalised.
Work it out, at the time taken
by each per mile.
3. The boy was right.
Although the pail water may be
warmer
than that in the jug
by being poured over it, in hot
sunlight,
it used the principle
of "refrigeration
by evaporation" and certainly
would cool
the jug water.
4. What am I?—price,
rice,
ice.
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There's
Plentyof Roomin theMorgue

in fact, than
you the truth, I Contd.
from
Page
12 east—anywhere,
in a cottage
in the Adelaide
was
glad
of the
Hills, with a body in the spare
excuse.
Up to now, as not to disturb Junior,
we room I might shortly
be excrept
into
bed.
As
we
unin spite of the cirpected
to
account
for.
by the
light of the
- cumstantial evidence, dressed,
My mind revolved round and
shaded
lamp
I looked
more
round the problem, like a squirwe had
actually
done than once into the cot where rel
in a cage. How Ashton had
Junior
lay sleeping.
And as I
nothing
really
criminal, looked
or who had killed
a little stiffening
crept got there,

O tell

T
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DOUGLAS'

but concealing
a crime
like
murder
was a really
serious
offence
There was still the
outside
chance
I could
talk
myself out of the present
setup, but there'd
be no talking
myself out of that.
So I was glad to put it off,
to have a chance
to think it
over.
How
much
Francie's
attitude
was influenced
by this
same second
thought
I don't
know, but I suspect
it had
something
to do with it. I glanced
over at the sofa,
Lhen back at Francie.
"Well,"
I said,
hesitantly.
"I don't
suppose we'd better
leave him
here.
There's a little room at
the end of the passage—"
Francie gulped, nodded.
We
moved back the sofa.
This time I moved the sofa
further back, because we had to
get elbow room for the lift.
I
gave an exclamation,
put out a
detaining
hand to Francie.
Lying on the
carpet
near
Ashton's
hand, and up to now
concealed by the seta, was a .38
calibre revolver.
I took out
a handkerchief.
wrapped it round my hand before picking
up the gun.
I
sniffed the barrel.
It was foul.
had evidently
been
fired recently.
For a minute I was stirred by
a wild hope, but it died nearly
as quickly as it came.
Reluctantly I admitted
that, in the
absence of burns on the front
of the clothing,
it would be
practically
impossible
to make
the
thing
look like suicide.
Anyhow, my newspaper
reading
had led me to believe suicides
generally put the barrel in their
mouths,
not
against
their
chests.
But, this gun had certainly
been used, and lately.
As I stood there, hefting it in
my hand, the cold thought
ran
through
my mind that I had
here the final twist of the rope
that could hang me. Only flaw
in the police case I had built
up against myself had been absence of a weapon.
Now I had
one in my hand.
I ran my finger
round the
inside of my
collar.
It felt
tight.

back into my backbone.
His
father,
I resolved,
was
not
going to take the rap for murder if I could help it.
I blew out the light, and we
crept into bed.
I was right.
It was going
to be hard to sleep.
As I lay
there
the
rain
drummed
steadily
on the
roof, and I
could hear the occasional
hum
of
a car
engine,
pulling
steadily, on the main highway,
or the roar of a heavy truck in'
second gear.
Ordinarily
these sounds would
have acted as a soporific and I
would
have
dropped
off to
sleep comfortably,
pitying the
poor devils driving on a night
like this.
But tonight, I found
myself wishing I was
in the
cabin
of a truck,
pushing
through to Melbourne or points

him, I hadn't the slightest idea.
I knew
nothing
about
the
man's background,
or his business.
If I had been thenero
of a
thriller,
/ reflected,
I would
have set
about
finding
out,
clearing
myself
by handing
over to the police the real killer.
But I wasn't
a
hero in a
thriller.
And the plain fact of
the matter was I hadn't a clue.

HE more I thought
about
it,
the
more
I
was
convinced,
short
of
calling the police
and throwing myself
on
their
mercy,
trusting
them
to
work the
whole thing out to its right conclusion—and
that would be put-

0

Wee

Ai?

go°

"Most you, Blackford, dismount and play foie

ting, I thought,
the hell of a
strain
on both their credulity
and their powers of detection—
the only course open was the
one I had
suggested
earlier—
putting
the body in Ashton's
car and driving it through
the
fence.
If I put the gun in the car,
they might think
Ashton shot
himself
before he drove over.
At least, if the move did nothing else, it would get the baby
out of our laps.
If
someone
had
carefully
worked the whole business out,
to make me the
fall guy, it
couldn't
have
been
better
planned.
In fact, events had
fallen so pat it was almost uncanny.
When
your
mind
is tired,
sometimes,
the most fantastic
ideas
seem plausible,
and for
a while I was actually
convinced someone had staged it
all, seeing in
the
morning's
fracas a golden opportunity
to
commit a crime
and
let me
suffer for it.

B

UT, of course, it
wouldn't
hold water,
because
how would they know we were
going to "squat"
in the cottage?
No, it was just rotten luck, of
the kind that had dogged us
and our housing
problems
almost ever since we married.
Who could have killed him?
I thought
of the decorative
secretary.
Had she been up to
some monkey business with the
books, or something,
and decided to bump
him off before
:le found out?
If so, howhad
she managed
o get Ashton up to this lonely
'lace which, according to Ash-on's own statement,
he never
vent
near
from
one month's
qld to another?
This started an obvious train
f thought in which Ashton beame the villain and the secreary the
injured
party.
Had
shton done the enticing, and
tad he been shift by the beauti'ill secretary
in resisting what
he popular
novelists
used to
?ale 'a fate worse than death"?
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PICK-EM-UP
POWDER
For Increased Egg
Production and Healthier
Chickens, Fowls, Ducks,
and Pigeons
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(A TRUE STORY)

HE expnience of John W.
who
completed 11 years

T

three months he was promoted
to the position of Manager.

in the R.A.N. and returned
with the rank of Stores Petty
Officer, shows how Service
experience can provide the
stepping-stone to success in
civilian life. The Petty Officer
had taken a correspondence
course in advanced Book-keeping under the Services Education Scheme, and was accustomed to controlling staff and
carrying responsibility

HIS is a .true story, taken
from thousands of eases
in the records of the Commonwealth Employment Service.
If you are an ex-serviceman
or woman not yet completely
re-established, call in and get
a word of friendly advice front
your

nearest

Commonwealth

Employment Officer. The bene-

H

E enquired,

through

the

Commonwealth E rn p 1o yriien t Service, about a permanent position ashore. As a result of the interview with the
Employment Officer, he was
given a month's trial as understudy tO the Manager of a
country

flour

mill.

Within

fit of their experience

and range

of contacts is available to you
without charge or obligation.

eastonvuotpawn= soma
Offices throughout Australis.
Cona,,lf
your
tel epitome &rect•ry.
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OR a second I had
an urge to open the door and
throw
the thing
as far as I
could into the darkness.
Then
commonsense
asserted
itself.
The confounded
thing might
have fingerprints
on it, and if
it had, thanks
to my precaution
with
the
handkerchief,
they wouldn't
be mine.
It might be the only piece of
evidence I would have to substantiate
my story. I wrapped
it carefully
in the
handkerchief and dropped the gun into
my pocket.
The next five minutes
is a
time I don't care, much, to look
back on.
I'm no six-foot heman,
but
I'm no weakling,
either. Francie is a sturdy, outof-doors type for all her midget
bui/d.
But the job of getting
Ashton from the living
room
down the passage up on to the
mattress in the spare room took
all our combined strength.
I told you he was pig-fat.
I
took him by the shoulders, and
Francie
took his feet, and together we half-carried,
halfdragged
hilt across the room,
down the passage, and into the
spare room, his great carcase
wrenching
at
our
shoulder
sockets with every step.
By the time we had got him
up on to the bed in that room
I was seeing black circles with
red spots, and
Francie
was
looking white and sick.
Panting,
we closed the door
on its secret.
I looked for a
key, but there wasn't any.
So
we just walked away and left
it.
The
milk
had
long- since
boiled
over, but there
was
enough of it left to make a hot
drink. Junior
had dropped
off
to sleep without
it, his thumb
in his mouth, so we poured
a
cup each and sipped it slowly.
Hot milk before bed is supposed to be a good cure for insomnia, but I had an idea that
it was going to take more than
hot milk to make me sleep.
I felt as though I had been
run over by a road roller,
and
Francie's
eyes had the
dazed
look of a punch-drunk
boxer.
As we sat there,
sipping
our
hot milk, dog tired, I reflected,
aimost hysterically,
that
anything less like a couple of desperate lawbreakers
it would be
hard to discover.
Then, with our shoes off so
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Solvol's
rich
lather
goes
down
deep
. . . cleans
hands
more
thoroughly ...
four
times
faster
than
ordinary soaps
ever

can.

Children need soap that cleans hands
thoroughly . . . yet gently. That's why
they should use Solvol. Solvol's gentle
action keeps hands smooth . . . will
not hartn the skin. Always keep Sokol
in the bathroom where the whole family
can use it.
-owe*
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General Tips
for searching and getting more from Archive CD Books products
• update to version 6 or later of Adobe Reader at www.adobe.com for the best searching capability.
• enter the MINIMUM number of characters needed to bring up the search results required
• use Adobe Reader to do some trial searches to try to identify the characters that may be misread. These can show

up in the extra text in the search results list. A few minutes trial will help you to avoid using characters that are
more prone to being misread, e.g. try entering "rederi" if you want "Frederick", but find that the letters "F" "c" and "k"
are sometimes misread.
• use the "Match whole word" option to eliminate unnecessary items in your results list, e.g. to eliminate all the

blacksmiths and tinsmiths etc when you only want the name Smith
• use the "Match case" option when you want to eliminate all the occupations "smith" if you only want the name

"Smith"
• Don’t just search for names. Search the book for other names, places and subjects of interest:
• look for others of the same name
• look for others who lived in the same place or street
• who was the postmaster or police officer in the town?
• how often and at what time did the coach arrive in town?
• what churches were there and what time were services held?
• what other activities were there in the community?
• look for others who had the same occupation or other interests

All of this and more may be available in a seemingly mundane book such as a directory. Learn much of the background
of life at the time, even if your ancestor is not listed there.

